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MONITORING OF EARTHQUAKES AND
HYDRO-PARAMETERS OF HEALING SPRINGS

IN THE WEST BOHEMIA SPA REGION

l'vIILAN BROŽ

ASSTR.ACT. Seistnological observat ions in the area of the West Boherni an spas are
associated wit.h the study of a seismic ancl tectonical active part of the Boh emi an
Massif', The experieuce 50 far suggests an urie.ven acti vity of curing sptirigs , Iluct u-
ation of their yields and changes of tlieir paramet.ers (mineral corupound contcnts,
pressure, temperature).

The p rim ar-y p u rp ose of the study Ís t.o investigate the relationships between some
hydro dynarnic and hydrochcmical paramcter changes of the mineral springs, an d
scisruic phenorneria. The cornplex pro cessing of the seismic events, of the balneo~
technical observat ious and mctcorolcgical data w ill make it possible to evaluat e their
correlat.ions.

K svwo ROS: seismological observations: ruineral wat crs , mouit.oring mcasuremeut
processi ng

1. INTRODUCTION

The area of the West Bohemian spas is of great iuter est for geologists, hydrogeo-
logists, geophysicists an d balneologist.s. The theorics and the experirnents carried
out to expla.in the hof.-epring plienomenon aud ear tliquake swarms occurring in this
area from time to time, are dated as back as to the early modem era. Tens of pap ers
have b een devoted to the genesis of the hea.ling springs and to their characteristic
aud extraordinary properties. In these works, however, there h ave not been studied
the correlations between m ineral spring par arneters aud seismic activity, the Iatter
representing a rnarked , worldwide unique naí.ure pheuornenon in this part of the
Boliemian Massif.

To study the effect of the seismic events on the hyclrogeologica.l structure of min-
eral, gaseous and liot springs, there has heen est ablished a net of seismographic
stations in this area. The occurrence of seismic events is monitored simultaneously
with hyclrogeological, meteorological aud hydrochemical pararneters of uatur al min-
eral waters and hot-springs.

The purpose of these works is to extend our knowleclge on possible mutuaJ linkage
b etween the natural or even artificially incluced seismic phenomena, arid proved
variability of some mineral springs, chernical compositíon, temperature, quantity
of gas content a.ncl its origin, and other pararneters, together with some intuitive
hum an perceptions not yet observed in this connect.ion .
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The attention has also been paid to the historieally justified hypotheses which ,
basing on empirieal observations, deseribed the regime ehanges and anomalous
behaviour of some springs, strueturally linked to a deeper structure, prior to the
oeeurrenee of loeal earthquakes.

It is evident from the eolleeted records that these phenomena were reeorded only
after the earthquake, or at best during it, beeause previous ehanges and anomalies
had been eonsidered as random event s and there was not performed any systematic
observation before their fortuitous accurrence. This is the reason why there has
not been any objective classification of the predictable factors, whieh were recorded
ln some cases.

There are literature referenees, both from abroad and from our country, on the
correlation of seisrnic phenomena with ground water regime. There have been
observed sudden changes in regimes, in partieular of mineral springs with hydroge-
alagie structure anehored in the tectonic systems of a deep range, even during very
remote earthquakes of 6 -7° MSK 64.

The possibilities af observation of seismie events simultaneously with natural
curing spring regimes have been infiuenced by the specific Iocal eonditions of indi-
vidual outflows, which extensively vary in West Bahemia. Frorn the point of view of
the seismologieal observations, it would be most eonvenient to install a seísmograph
very close ta the outfiowing part of the spring structure [Jíra, Brož 1992]. However ,
this has faced the problem of the high level of a teehnieal noise, overlapping the
signals of natural seismic phenomena by its intensity in a wide freguency range.
From the viewpoint of physical and chemieal parameters, it is behind the currently
available teehnieal and especially economieal means ta obtain eontinuous series of
balneo-teehnical data af a large number (more than 200) of springs situated in this
area.

2. THE REVIEW OF GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

The region of the West Bohemian spas is loeated in the significant terr itory
exposed to teetonie activity (Fig.1).

The forrnation and circulation of mineral thermal waters saturated with gases is
assaeiated with the abyssolithie structure, in which the separate hot-spring struc-
tures and their dismembered structures are influenced by a young and recent en-
dogenous dynamics. Aeeording to [Kopecký, 1986] the primary abyssolithic rift
faults are manifested by a specific manner of evolution of the Ohar rift. In addition
to this general event, the rift is dismembered interually, by eombination with thwart
abyssal fractures, to a set of bloeks, charaeterized by differentiated movements and
a different nature of volcanisrn. The most significant vertieal movements accurred
along the Ore Mountain governing abyssal fracture, where the relative upheaval of
side erust ofthe Ore Mountain is estirnated to be more than 1500 m in its central
part. The thickness of the crushed zone, which was in the fracture structure verified
by geological boreholes, reaches up to several hundreds meters [Marek, 1983].

Due to a consiclerable cornplexity, the tectonics of the area eannot be studied
only based on the determination and distribution of discontinuities. The more
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FIG .1. Scheme of block structure of the Bohemian Massif [Pokorný,
Polanský and Štovičková, 1984], Evidence ofthe cleep segmented
structure of Bohemian Massif based on geophysical data.

complex view is providecl by the results of geophysical observations together with
the knowledge ofthe deep structure ofthe Earth's crust in the area and its environs.
The recent manifestations of active tectonics in Ore Mount ains - the Thuringen
area, are also necessary to be involved into this analysis, or even together with
some knowledge acquired by analogous hydrogeologic structures.

The external manifestation of these extensive tectonic activities consists in the
occurrence of mineral springs, and in seismic activity that is displayed in a form
of repeatecl swarms. Even though it may seern that this concerns apparently non-
related natural phenornena, it is necessary to consider the fact that their foci are
located by experts ta a depth of the order of several to ten kilometers under Earth's
surface.

With respect to the variety of geological structures, it is necessary to evaluate
separately also the individual source areas and to take into account the different
prerequisites for genesis of mineral springs in a different linkage to abyssal tectonics.
Together with this, however, it is also necessary to consider the fact that it cancerns
relatively limitedfragment of a spatial structure of supraregianal significance.

The localities of mineral outflows as well as hypocenters of seismic swards are
ta be considered as certain collision points of discontinuity, which obtained the
significance of privileged fault inclicators by their spatial incorporation. It is possible
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to assurrie that they have certain prediction properties with respect to tlieir mutual
contact both with the outer environ ano wi th the assurned abyssal endogcnous
linkage. Sorne of tbeir proper ties affect thc fin al forrn ation .

The whole area can be lo cally divicled into basic autouomous areas with separate
hydrogeological regimes as follows:

The Cheb Basin,
The Mariánské Lázně region,
The Karlovy Vary thermaI zone,
Radioacti ve thermal ou tflow in J ácbyrnov.

In the Cheb Basin , there is the highest concentration of mineral water aud car bon
dioxicle outflows of all ar ea under the Ore Mount ains. A larger part of acidulous
water and CO2 outflows is bounclecl to tlie territory wi th crystalline b asement with
open fissures.

Into the larger Mariánské Lázně region, tlie following localities are incorporatecl:
Mariánské Lázně, Kynžvart, Prameny ancl Nová Ves (along the geophysically iudi-
catecl Litorněřice deep fault). There are 39 springs in this area.

The Karlovy Vary thermal spring structure belongs to the area of crust thinning
in the Bohemian Massif, which is less th an 30 km thick there [Beránek and Zá-
top ek , 1981]. The Karlovy Vary tlierrnal spring outflows on tectonically contingent
centered outflow path in granií.e massif. l ts natural influx leads to tbe river Teplá
va.lley in Karlovy Vary.

The tota1 yield of the spring structure is much larger than tlie outflow yidel of
a hot+spr ing. In the river Teplá valley ther e are small Karlovy Vary springs ancl
ot.her not. caught up wild springs.

T'Ire raclio act.ive therrnal ou tflow in J áchyrnov was discovered in 186tl on rnine
"Svornost" sinking. Since 1924 it has been used [01' spa purposes due to it.s high
radioactivit.y. In aclditiou to it also spriugs "Behounek" and "Curie" are utílized.

3. SEISMOLOGTCAL EVALUAT10N OF TBE AREA

Tlie earthquakes in the western part of t.he Bohemian Massif are evidenced by
historical recorcls dating back 12th century, and are includecl in works clescribing
the seismicity in Central Europe. These events can be classified among sh a.llow
ear th quakes at clepths of 5-12 km, which are bouncl to the upper pert of the Ear th 's
crust. Geuesis of the eartliquakes is probably asso cia.í.ed with tectonic movements
on fault bounda.ries bctwee n the individual geologicalblocks.

According to [Schenk et al.. 1986), t.he eartliquakes sho cks are b ouud by zones
of the NNvV-SSE clirection, which are fairly well correlatecl with the direction of
Mariánske Lázně fault. According to [Kárník et al., 1981], the Karlovy Vary area
is part of an area of increasecl recent seismic activities, where the ear thquakes foci
of <ln intensity of 5-60 (.MSK-64) belong to a generalline "\V-E. The map of the
earthquake zanes of Czechoslovakia describes this fo cal area by a. clegree of 6-70

MSK 64 (Fig.2).
The available historical informat.ion on the earthquake swarrns in \Vestern Bo-
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hemia and its study in the individuallocalities and times of occurrence are published
in [Procházková, 1987]. The evaluation of the seismological data recorded during
the last , and up to now the most intense earthquake swarm in 1985-1986, is par-
ticularly in detail deseribed there. In the region there oeeurred only several slight
seismic events with a maximum value of magnitude M = 2 during the following six
years.

In nearly 1991 slight earthquake swarms were recordecl (M = 2-3), however,
which faded away within ten days.

4. THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN EARTHQUAKES AND CURING SPRINGS

The rrianifestations are described in the literature of ground waters connected
with the earthquake activity. For example, in J apanese earthquake area in the
Izu peninsula, the observing network has been construeted based on monitoring of
water level in drills and wells for an earthquake predietion [Sigero Kodaka, Tomio
Hirano, 1976]. The results made possible a successful prediction of an earthquake
several hours in advanee.

The cases of sudden clecrease 01' increase of mineral spring yields were, e.g.,
recorded also in the Mariánské Lázně fault region. The observation of a natural
outflow in the village Prameny can be consídered as significant, when during the
earthquake swarrn in 1985-86 a demonstrable effect on the yield occurred, followed
by a loss of usual arnount in the Obecní (Municipal) springs.

Theoretically, it is possible to start from the opinion that the water level change,
or mineral springs yield change suggest a certain movement in the Earth's crust,
which may indicate a precursor of an earthquake. According to the dilatation-
cliffusion theory developed in the USA for an earthquake mechanism. The theory
assumes that the system of an earthquake preparation proceeds in stages of accu-
mulation of mechanical strese, opening of microfr actures accompanied by volume
dilat.at.ion, leaking of water into the pores thus formed, and a subsequent drop of
meehanical strength, whieh cause the earthquake. Thus, the rapid release of stress
occurs in the entire area.

Practical knowledge arising out of this theory, however , does not. suggest unam-
biguousness of the preeursors, which should indieate an approaching earthquake.
This is why also other factors are investigated, which could be connected with the
earthquake preparation. They are, e.g., the chernical parameter changes in ground
waters, water temperature, ar amounts of released gases. The particularly promis-
ing parameter seems to be the arialysis of tr ace elements performed with a high
accuracy using the atomic absorptian spectrophotometry. This method has pro-
dueed eneouraging results at trial evalu at ion of the Karlovy Vary therrnal spring
[Kašák, Rudajev, Buben, 1985].

Contrary to the dilatation-diffusion theory, for exarnple, subst antial increases
of mineral water produetion oeeurred, instead of drcp of yield of springs during
earthquake swarm in 1985-86 in Františkovy Lázně area. In some cases, some of
the springs even renewed their activity after several years of inactivity. This can be
explained by certain, e.g., shear movements of tectonic bloeks, whieh cause increase
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of the outflow yielcl.
Another possible hypothesis of correlation between mineral waters ancl an earth-

quake has been suggested by [Novotný, Čadek and Zahradník, 1986] on evaluating
the effect of gases, esp ecially post-volcanic CO2 on the earthquake genesis.

Because the predispositions to accurence of the earthquakes are assigned to the
post-volcanic activities, a real symbiosis of these two features occurs in West Bo-
hemian area, and it is possible to explain by this hypothesis the earthquake genesis.
The contact of the volcanic activity are clirectly in the Cheb Basin represented by
three volcanic formations (Komorní Hůrka, Železná Hůrka, and yet nameless vol-
canic outcrop ).These may be connected by so far unknown way with the Quaternary
volcanos in the Doupovské hory Mountains and the Tepelské vrchy Hills regions.

For the actual unclerstanding of correlations of the earthquake activity in this
region with the regime of ground waters ancl gases, it is also possible to have
certain ideas and intui tions, however, only the concret.e results obt.ained from the
representat.ive instrurnental data will make it possibie to define the real interrelating
linkage. Only then it will be possible to confirm 01' change the contemporary
concep ts of the classical t.heory attributing only genesis to these earthquakes in
\Vest Bohemia.

5. METHODS OF OBSERVATION AND EQUIPMENT

We have to choose a cert ain compromise for regime observation of physical and
chemical properties of mineral springs and seismic phenomena, enabling us to pro-
cess extensive data files with available means. In the regime measuremeut , a number
of data is limited by the existing equipment ať the balneo-technical service, which
makes it possible to observe the principal spring parameters of only 20 outflows
throughout the whole West Bohetllia.ll spa area. Those are in particular the yielcl,
pressure, ternperature, gas occurrence, radon concentration, and chernical ana.lysis.
These mea.surements are carried out with a varying periodicity ancl with various
types of measuring devices. A partia.l a.dvantage of these observations is the fact
that they are performed backwards several years ar even tens of years so that it is
possible to trace and evaluate easier the importance of measurecl cleviation from a.
long-term standard.

The measurement devices used are clescribed in technical reports of individual
halneo-technical services in spas.

As an example of evaluation there is given a mea.surement proeessing of 4 selectecl
springs in Františkovy Lázně in the period prececling the earthquake swarm in
1985-86. Fig.3 shows the average CO2 content in 1985-87 on the following springs:
Glauber III, Kostelní, Adler ancl Železnatý. No unambiguous conclusions on the
earthquake effect can be mode from these graphs, it is evident, however, that a
significant drop in relative amount of CO2 occurred in the encl of i985.

The measuring devices recorcling the arnplitucle values of oscilIation frequency are
used for seismic measurements. In relation to the eart.hquake swarm occurrence, the
expedition seismic measurements have been carried out in this region with various
device types. Only since the encl 1985 the cligital seismic devices have been usecl
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FIG .3. The average CO2 content in 1985-1987 in the following springs:
Glauber III, Kostelní, Adler, Železnatý

making possible the cornprehensive representative processing of all recorded events.
To obtain a more complex view on seismicity of the whole area with a purpose of

parallel observation of mineral springs, financial means and equiprnent have been
given for building up a seismic network. Simult aneously, a seismic network in focal
area was put into operation and controlled by the Geofyzika Brno.

The Spa Seismic Network (LASES) consists offive separated seismographic sta-
tions of the 1\.1ARS 88 type, and of one digital station of a PCM 5800 type. The
instruments are obtainecl from the Lennartz company (FRG) and the synchroniza-
ti on is secured by a common reception of time signals of the DeF 77 ernit.ter. The
station locations are close to the spa centers: Karlovy Vary [KVM], Jáchymov
[JAS], Mariánské Lázně [M LK], and Františkovy Lázně [KRU]. The fífth station is
located in the focal swarrn area in the village Sněžriá [SNE]. The station PGM 5800
is in Hora Svaté Kateřiny [HSK] vil1age (Fig.4).

It is possible to state from the short, several months' recording that ann in-
crease in seismic noise during the day hours in all stations has been systematically
manifested. The level of this technical-inclustrial noise is less then ca (l.Lrzrn. The
maxima in these monitoring blocks are usually attributed to the heavy lorries and
are of a va.lue up to 0.3 J1rn. The frequency spectrum of these events is in the range
,5-20 Hz.

Another type of recorcled phenomena a.re the seismic events induced by blasting
in nearby quarries and coal open pits. It usualJy concerns the recorcls of oscillations
inducecl by large extent charges, i.e., of a total arnount of up to 9000 kg of explosives,
which is fired by a millisecond prirning with partial charges 500-100kg.

The recorded maximum amplitucles of oscíllation frequency is up to 50 J-lm/s with
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FIG.4. The locations seismographic stations III the area of the West
Bohemian spas
KVM - Karlovy Vary - Muzeum
JAS - J áchymov - Svornost
MLK - Mariánské Lázně - Kamzík
KH U - Komorní H ůrka
SNE - Sněžná
HSK - Hora Svaté Kateřiny

prevailing maximum frequency of the main wave phase of 1-3 Hz. By subtracting
the differences of start of the P ancl S phases, i.e. the difference of start (ts -
tp) - 5 s, we obtain a fictitious velocity (ts - tp)/ R = 6 km/s. If we perform the
determination of magnitude according to the relation which is used for calculation
of loeal magnitucle (!vfl), we obtain the value of !vIl = 3.2, which eorresponcls to a
very slight earthquake without any consequences to impairing construction objects.

2800.DMl = log + 0.1 + 1.4 log R
0,63

cohere D is the amplitude in Ilm, R is the distance in km.
At present we start up from the empirie assumption that seismie phenomena,

the oscillation frequency amplitude of which is of the orcler of tens of jtm/s, may
aclversely influence the undergrouncl rnineral outflows.The seismie events of such an
activity form a substantial group of recordecl phenomena and they are in most of
the cases identified by methods of type analysis, loeation programs, ancl last but
not least, also by the subsequent recorcls of these operations.

Fig.5 shows an example of an recorcl of seísmic waves from recorded blast in the
coal open pit "Jiří" near Karlovy Vary.

The other category of seismic phenomena is forrned by natural seismic events
representing remote earthquakes and Ioeal earthquakes from the swarrn focal. There
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are recorded both the Alpine ear tliquakes of magnitucle of 3-3.5 calculated frorn
the surface waves, and macroplate earthquakes (e.g., Turkey, China, Tacljikistan)
of magnitucle M = 5-6.5 surface wave magnitucle. These earthquakes exhibit no
macroseismic demonstration in the whole territory of t.he CZR, however, they may
to a certain clegree influence the pararneters of mineral springs and gas containing
springs. Their observation is therefore needed.

The most consequential typ es of seismic phenomena are the Ioeal earthquakes
occurring from time to time in the West Bohernia. During the swarm activity (e.g.,
in 1985-1986) they can reach a magnitude of M = 5 and they manifest themselves
macroseismically in the focal area. In the periods between the heavy earthquake
swarrns there are recorded either individual tremors 01' smaller earthquake swarrns
lasting only severaI days. The magnitudes of these events have been usually of a
value of Ml = 2-3.

As an example of this type, an event. reeorded cluring a short seismic swarrn in
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Mareh 1991 (Fig.6) ean be named, which ranked to heavier events oecurring within
10 days.

The Ioeal seismie aetivity is historieally supported by records on macroseismic
events sensed by the local popuIation [Proeházková, 1987].

6. CONCLUSION

During the investigation of thermaI mineral springs in Karlovy Vary, the fluctu-
ation of some trace element eoncentrations have been reeorded, which appeared in
various periods and no aeeeptable natural explanation has been found for them so
far.

One of the most aceeptable hypotheses is linkage of these periodical changes to
hyclrogeologieal phenomena in the region of mineral water formation zone, which
is hypothetically locatecl at a depth of several to ten km under the Earth's surface.
This hypothesis is supported by the loealizatíon of the focal depths of the swarm
earthquakes, whieh are located into similar depths. This coneerns the instability
zones, which a could be better described by the methods ofmultielement correlation,
for which a sufficient information database will be created within the project of
observation of seismological and balneo-technical data.

The purpose of this paper is to implement new views into the investigation of a
deeper structure of the Ore Mountain (Krušné hory) area of the Bohemian Massif.
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!'v10NITOROVÁNÍ ZEMĚTŘESENÍ HYDROLOGICKÝCH PARAMETRŮ

~ÉČlvÝCH PRAMENŮ V LÁZEŇSI<É OBLASTI ZÁPADNÍCH ČECH

Pro studium možných souvislostí mezi přirozenou seismickou činností a fyzikálními parame-

try podzemních minerálních zdrojů v oblasti západních Čech jsou prováděna inst.rument ální po-

zorováni. Tyto mají objektivně posoudit vzájemné vazby těchto přírodních jevů. Věrohodnost

těchto pozorováni je dána kvalitou datových souborů a jejich přesnou časovou ident ifikacf'. V

uvedeném p řfsp ěvlcuje uveden popis oblasti z hlediska studia seis rn ic iby a. param.eh{,. rnineráln;ch

zdrojů a př iloženy příklady monitorování těchto paramet rů.


